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1  Introduction 

1.1  Aim of the document 

One of the main goals of the SISSDEN platform is to provide situational awareness of the 
cybersecurity threat landscape. This comprises the detection of new threats as they emerge, as well 
as monitoring the evolution of threats once they have been identified. 

Key to this is the analysis of the vast amount of data collected by SISSDEN sensors, fusing multiple 
datasets to find correlations, and generating knowledge based thereon. The development of 
analyses modules towards this goal is the focus of WP5, split into three subtasks: 

●  behavioral analysis of malware collected by the SISSDEN platform (T5.1) 
●  long term monitoring of botnets and other malware (T5.2) 
●  identifying and classifying threats observed by SISSDEN sensors and darknets (T5.3) 

A collaborative analytical platform will be developed as a fourth subtask (T5.4). This platform will 
allow to interactively query and visualize data collected by the SISSDEN platform, and especially the 
results of the newly developed analysis modules. 

The aim of this document is to give a first specification of the newly developed analyses modules, 
the insights they provide, and how this information can be used. Furthermore, it will also include a 
preliminary overview of the analytical platform design. 

All analyses are under active research and development, and may evolve during the course of the 
project. As such, this document is preliminary by nature. However, the final specification will be 
given and made public in M34 at the end of the project. 

1.2  Structure of the document 

This document is structured as follows:  

● Section 2 provides an overview over the new analyses modules developed in T5.1-T5.3. 
Analyses are split into four categories: Reconnaissance, Tracking, and Statistics. 

● Section 2.1 Reconnaissance describes analyses that will detect new threats, such as new 
malware strains, newly installed C&C infrastructure, or a previously unseen scan pattern 
that should be monitored for further activity. 

● Section 2.2 Tracking describes analyses that will monitor the behaviour of identified threats. 
This includes e.g. tapping the C&C communication of botnets or monitoring their spreading 
behaviour from darknets. 

● Section 2.3 Statistics describes analyses that will provide key measurements for a threat 
class or data source, e.g., the number of exploit attempts in a certain interval at a honeypot, 
or the number of scan events seen for a certain scan pattern in darknets. 

● Finally, Section 3 provides a preliminary description of the analytical platform, its envisioned 
interface, and possible implementations which are currently evaluated. 
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2  Analyses 

2.1  Reconnaissance 

2.1.1 Malware Clustering 

 

Name Malware Clustering 

Lead by USAAR 

Data Source(s) USAAR Sandboxes, malware samples 

Analysis Result(s) List of malware samples with similar characteristics 

Update Frequency 1/day 

State Prototype 

Description 
The vast amount of new malware samples observed on a daily basis makes automated 
classification indispensable: Which samples do constitute new, unknown threats, and which are 
just variants of malware families already known? 

To answer this question, our malware clustering analysis considers a range of runtime 
characteristics to find samples that share these characteristics. 

Technical Description 

The very first generation of virus scanners relied on computing a checksum over a given binary 
file, and comparing it to a list of checksums of known malware samples. This led to the advent of 
polymorphic malware: Using various techniques, malware authors can now easily generate an 
endless amount of malware binaries that all have different checksums, but are in fact all samples 
of the same malware. 

Luckily, this means that all of these samples will behave the same when run, i.e., they will perform 
similar network communications, perform similar actions to the system, and potentially display 
similar outputs to the user. 
As a first step, a malware sample will be executed in the USAAR sandbox system for a given 
period of time. During this period all network traffic will be recorded, and screenshot taken 
afterwards, before resetting the sandbox. 

Consider for example two malware samples of the Cerber ransomware, which encrypts all files on 
the system and then displays a message requesting the user to pay a ransom for the decryption 
key. 

Sample 1: 281846 bytes, md5: 8ea1651e26079a96648c6699584c15ae 
Sample 2: 300746 bytes, md5: 320c5823e990166ad922f76c05661c2c 
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These two samples have different sizes and different checksums. However, looking at the network 
traffic, similarities start to emerge. 

Traffic produced by Sample 1: 
Source           Destination     Proto  Len   SrcPort  DstPort 
[...]            
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.0     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.1     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.2     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.3     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.4     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.5     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.6     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.7     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.8     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.9     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.10    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.11    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.12    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.13    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.14    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.121.216.15    UDP    60    56602    6892 
[...] 

Traffic produced by Sample 2: 
Source           Destination     Proto  Len   SrcPort  DstPort 
[...]            
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.0     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.1     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.2     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.3     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.4     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.5     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.6     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.7     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.8     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.9     UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.10    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.11    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.12    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.13    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.14    UDP    60    56602    6892 
192.168.0.100    91.119.216.15    UDP    60    56602    6892 
[...] 

I.e., both samples contact a similar range of IP-addresses on the same port with messages of the 
same length sent from the same source-port. From two network captures, a similarity score can be 
calculated that captures, how similar the recorded communication pattern is. In this case, a very 
high similarity score will be computed. During this computation, fuzzy matching will be employed to 
allow the detection of a similarity that does not constitute an exact match (the exact IP-addresses 
in the above case differ by one octet). 

Looking at the presented case, the following screenshots give a further indication of the similarity 
of these two samples: 
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Figure 2.1 Screenshots from two different malware samples of the same malware family 

To compute a similarity on images, the concept of visual hashes will be employed. A visual hash 
allows to assess the similarity of images, even if they are not pixel-perfect copies of one another. 
E.g., in the two screenshots presented, the URLs to which the ransom should be paid differs: 
Sample 1: hxxp://p27dokhpz2n7nvgr.onion/2F3A-F2DE-7563-0068-4E1F 

Sample 2: hxxp://p27dokhpz2n7nvgr.onion/3D9C-ABD1-154F-0446-963E 

Afterwards, a final similarity score will be computed from both the network and the visual similarity. 
This pairwise similarity will then be used to find a list of similar samples. 

Sample Output 
8ea1651e26079a96648c6699584c15ae 
320c5823e990166ad922f76c05661c2c 
[...] 

References 

Rossow et. al., “Sandnet: network traffic analysis of malicious software”, 
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1978682        
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2.1.2 Extraction of C&C Servers 

 

Name Extraction of C&C Information 

Lead by USAAR 

Data Source(s) USAAR Sandboxes, malware samples 

Analysis Result(s) C&C IP addresses 

Update Frequency on demand 

State Proof-of-concept 

Description 

Many classes of malware do not work standalone, but exchange information with a server to 
accomplish their mischievous goal. For example, ransomware encrypting all the user’s files might 
contact a server to transmit information about the key, a malware that aims at building a botnet 
will usually register at a server upon infection and await further commands. These servers are 
commonly referred to as Command & Control servers (C&C or C2 for short). 

Knowledge about C&C infrastructure can be used in various ways: Knowing an active C&C server of 
a botnet allows to tap into the communication and record the botnet’s activity. Furthermore, 
analysing how the infrastructure for a certain strain of malware behaves allows potential insights 
into new campaigns. Finally, the extracted information can also be directly used to assist efforts 
towards disrupting active malware campaigns. 

Technical Description 

Malware can usually perform a variety of different network activity, including scanning other hosts 
for potential vulnerabilities, downloading files, resolving domain names using DNS, and 
communicating with its C&C infrastructure. This makes it necessary to identify the C&C 
communication among other traffic. 

Luckily, oftentimes the C&C-Channel of a given malware family uses a proprietary communication 
protocol, customly designed by the malware author.  

While this means that manual work is necessary to fully understand such a protocol, it also means 
that these protocols often have very specific characteristics that can be used to quickly identify C&C 
communication in a large amount of network traffic. In this system this is done by defining a 
malware-family specific C&C-communication fingerprint. 

As a first step, an analyst that analyses a new strain of malware manually extracts information 
about the C&C communication and creates a corresponding fingerprint. This fingerprint is then 
added to a database of known fingerprints. 
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Later, further malware samples are executed in the sandbox environment, while network traffic is 
recorded. Afterwards, the recorded traffic is matched against the database, and matching messages 
are reported. 

For example, the following shows a screenshot of a malware sample belonging to the Lethic_A 
family. The system successfully identified the connection to 91.232.105.121 on port 5500 as 
C&C communication. 

 
Figure 2.2 Screenshot of C&C-Extraction Prototype, with recognized C&C-IP address 

 

Example Output 

91.232.105.121 

References 

Rossow et. al., “Sandnet: network traffic analysis of malicious software”, 
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1978682  
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2.1.3 Mobile Malware Analysis 

 

Name Mobile Malware Analysis 

Lead by USAAR 

Data Source(s) Malware collected by SISSDEN 

Analysis Result(s) C&C IP addresses 

Update Frequency on demand 

State Initial Design 

Description 

After submission, the mobile malware sample will be executed for a given amount of time in a 
sandbox environment. During execution, all network communications will be logged. Afterwards, 
the logged network traffic will be analysed for C&C communication, and the respective endpoint IPs 
will be returned. This allows to identify servers acting as control infrastructure for malware 
campaigns. 
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2.1.4 Darknet Botnet Analysis 

 

Name Darknet Botnet Analysis 

Lead by CYBE 

Data Source(s) CYBE Darknet, Third-party Darknet 

Analysis Result(s) Bot IP, associated metadata 

Update Frequency on demand 

State Prototype 

Description 

This task uses established behavioural detection techniques on the captured packets of the darknet 
to identify bots. 

Testbed setup 

The first stage of the task was to establish the darknets themselves. CYBE considered using three 
types of darknet deployments: 

 

1. Existing darknet deployments managed by CYBE on behalf of clients 
2. Existing darknet deployments managed by third parties 
3. New darknets deployed specifically for SISSDEN 

 
Due to the architecture of SISSDEN, data should ideally be stored on the SISSDEN backend in raw 
form, and analysis take place thereafter. However, the first type of deployment uses hardware and 
routing provided by clients for the purposes of monitoring attacks aimed at their network. After 
consulting with such third parties, it was clear that it would not be realistic to send this data in raw 
form to the SISSDEN backend. Instead, it would have to be processed to remove private 
information, which makes this type of deployment unsuitable for SISSDEN purposes. 

 

Instead, CYBE chose to deploy the third kind - new darknets specifically for SISSDEN. These darknets 
would be fully under CYBE’s control, and therefore would serve as an ideal testbed to roll out the 
analysis tasks. CYBE has successfully deployed the darknet setup in a colocation centre in 
Amsterdam: 
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Figure 2.3 Darknet testbed 

Figure 2.3 shows the testbed, comprising 8 nodes in a Proxmox configuration. Nodes are split for 
different purposes, some receiving traffic and some dedicated to analysis. Currently, CYBE is routing 
traffic from a /24 prefix from AS43350 NForce Entertainment, and will shortly be adding several 
more /24 prefixes from CYBE’s ASN, announced via AMS-IX. 

Despite the benefits of the testbed in rolling out the analysis tasks, the prefixes used (/24) are quite 
small for darknets. For this reason, CYBE also is working to include data from third party darknets 
(the second type of deployment listed above). These are projects managed entirely outside the 
control of SISSDEN and CYBE. As with darknet maintained on behalf on clients, this leads to 
limitations in what can be done with the raw data. However, if the darknet is sufficiently large, then 
the data will be of enough value that it justifies its inclusion, even in sanitised form. 

Specifically, CYBE is working to include data from CAIDA’s Network Telescope project. Since the 
traffic cannot be submitted to the SISSDEN backend, it will be processed on CYBE’s darknet analysis 
server. There are two main caveats to this decision: 

1. The darknet data ingester will have to accept receiving data in raw (PCAP) format and also 
processed (JSON) format. 

2. The analysis will be built with portability in mind to ensure that it can occur on the SISSDEN 
analysis server or CYBE’s server. 

As well as including a huge resource of data, an additional upside is that it will enable SISSDEN to 
integrate other third party darknets more readily in the future. 

Analysis prototype 

The prototype of the analysis is using a new methodology for CYBE, designed to scale more easily 
than previous efforts which required some level of manual interaction. 
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The darknet server records all incoming traffic into PCAP files, blocking all outgoing traffic. PCAP 
files are converted into JSON format and pushed to Logstash and Elasticsearch using Filebeat. 
Kibana is then used to create custom views. 

This particular task uses hardcoded rules to detect known bot behaviours. 

 
Figure 2.4 Kibana: List of suspicious packets 

The remaining work on this task is to: 

● Refine methodology to improve the workflow so that near-realtime results are possible. 
● Import all previous detection rules over to Kibana and Elasticsearch. 
● Expose the results in Elasticsearch via an API. 
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2.1.5 CVE Mapper 

 

Name CVE Mapper 

Lead by T-Labs 

Data Source(s) CVE data available in external sources and honeypot events 

Analysis Result(s) Mapping of honeypot events to CVE numbers 

Update Frequency periodic 

State Initial Design 

Description 

CVE mapping enables us to assign a standardized description for known vulnerabilities. By querying 
the API periodically, the honeypot events are collected. The CVE data available in external sources 
(if any) is another input to this analysis. The correlation between Suricata events/alerts and 
honeypot events will be computed. By conducting this analysis, we can evaluate the coverage of 
tools and services provided by the project. Moreover, it facilitates the data exchange between this 
project and other relevant projects, services, and products.  
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2.1.6 SSH Session Analyzer 

 

Name SSH Session Analyzer 

Lead by DTAG 

Data Source(s) Cowrie honeypot events 

Analysis Result(s) Checksums for SSH logs, family detection 

Update Frequency periodic 

State Initial Design 

Description 

The SSH analyzer calculates different forms of checksums on terminal input. One checksums is very 
exact one, the other checksum is rather fuzzy to enable the detection of families. In particular the 
fuzzy checksum first tokenizes that input data stream, remove all non-relevant parts and then 
perform a classical checksum. The checksums created can be made available to the public, also the 
calculation code will be made public. 

The results can be used to see, which attack patterns belong to which family. Consequently, also 
infected hosts can be matched to malware groups. The check summing routines will be 
implemented as python code without any third-party dependencies. 
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2.1.7 Darknet Reputational Analysis 

 

Name Darknet Reputational Analysis 

Lead by CYBE 

Data Source(s) CYBE Darknet, Third-party Darknet 

Analysis Result(s) Bot IP, associated metadata 

Update Frequency 1/hour 

State Prototype 

 

Description  

This task uses experimental reputational analysis techniques to detect bots. It combines analysis of 
the traffic with: 

 

● Reputational information about the source IP (retrieved from CYBE’s external DB) 
● The timing of the request in relation to other requests historically 
● Statistics from historical packets on the same darknet prefix 

 

Since this task is experimental by nature, it is a higher priority for CYBE to first obtain good quality 
results from the “Darknet botnet analysis” task, and then to work on moving this task to a 
production level. 

 

Testbed setup 

See “Darknet botnet analysis” task for information on the testbed setup. 
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2.2  Tracking 

2.2.1 Botnet Command Tracking 

 

Name Botnet Command Tracking 

Lead by NASK 

Data Source(s) NASK malware analysis system 

Analysis Result(s) Dynamic malware configuration and control information sent in it, e.g. C&C 
addresses, web injects, spam templates, distribution server addresses 

Update Frequency live 

State Prototype 

Description 

Malware tracking system performs extraction of dynamic malware configuration. The main part is 
dynamic malware configuration extraction framework called Mtracker. It supports a number of 
malware-specific modules to contact C&C servers or peer bots to download configuration. 

Mtracker framework serves as an execution and control environment for workers, which are 
emulating bots. It provides task scheduling, control of workers' operations, network access via 
proxy servers and operational input from static configuration downloaded from the static malware 
configuration extraction system (described in section 2.2.2). 

Bot modules are small programs or scripts mimicking real bots. They are developed using 
knowledge from reverse engineering of particular malware families. Such scripts do not have full 
functionality of original malware bots, they rather emulate functions needed for collection of 
dynamic configuration. They can contact real C&C servers in order to obtain dynamic configuration 
or, in case of P2P botnets, other bots. As some botnets introduced modularity and traffic 
obfuscation, bot modules also handle such scenarios, in order to decode final contents of the 
configuration. 

Mtracker is integrated with the static malware configuration extraction system to track any new 
malware binaries that successfully passed the static analysis phase. Additionally, any executables 
(malware modules, plugins, updates) obtained by Mtracker are uploaded it back into the static 
malware configuration extraction system. 

Mtracker framework outputs such information as semi-structured plaintext data (web injects, spam 
templates, dynamic configuration) or binaries (malware modules, plugins, updates). In the current 
state the system supports command tracking and extraction of dynamic malware configuration of 
15 malware families, including Chthonic, Nymaim, Emotet, Smokeloader and Necurs. As of October 
2017, the system has already obtained over 1000 dynamic configurations.  
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2.2.2 Extraction of static malware configuration 

 

Name Extraction of static malware configuration 

Lead by NASK 

Data Source(s) Malware collected by SISSDEN, NASK's internal sources 

Analysis Result(s) static malware configuration (including C&C information and cryptographic 
keys) 

Update Frequency live 

State Prototype 

Description        

The main part of the malware static configuration extraction is the Ripper framework. Ripper 
schedules execution of malware samples in a sandbox environment, performs memory dumping, 
static binary analysis and stores results in a database. It is also integrated with the Mtracker 
framework (section 2.2.1). 

Malware sample is executed in NASK sandbox environment to obtain memory dump of malware 
process. The main goal of this step is to unpack malware or let it download and save (drop) the final 
malicious executable on the machine. Then the malware analysis platform performs analysis of the 
obtained file and dumped memory in order to extract static malware configuration.  

Malware analysis platform is equipped with malware-specific analysis modules, developed after 
successful reverse engineering a particular malware family. These modules extract static 
configuration, which is then handled by the Ripper framework. 

The current version of the system supports extraction of static configuration of 60 malware 
families. Content of a static configuration varies between malware families; however it often 
includes C&C servers' domains, DGA seeds, cryptographic keys for communication with the C&C, 
version information. Sample configuration of a Nymaim malware from the Ripper system is 
presented below: 
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Figure 2.5 Sample malware configuration 

 

Top 10 malware families by number of extracted static configurations from the Ripper system: 

 

Malware family name Number of unique static configurations 
extracted 

Isfb 1967 

VMZeus2 1122 

Tinba DGA 917 

Locky 695 

Pony 342 

Nymaim 328 

Dridex 323 

Dyre 238 

Tinba 188 

Citadel 183 
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2.2.3 PGA-based Botnet f ingerprinting 

 

Name PGA-based Botnet fingerprinting 

Lead by NASK 

Data Source(s) Darknet/honeypot traffic, sandboxes 

Analysis Result(s) Botnets/malware packet generation signatures 

Update Frequency 1/day 

State Prototype 

Description 

PGA (Packet Generation Algorithm) module will leverage knowledge of malware networking stack 
implementation. It will inspect traffic originating from botnets/malware samples, in order to 
connect them with specific network signatures. Such rules can be then used to fingerprint proper 
botnets families during for example DDoS attacks or scanning activities. Moreover, PGA will be also 
responsible for finding of new/uncommon packet generation algorithms in darknet/honeypot 
traffic. 

Introduction 

In modern networks, different attacks (including DDoS) or scans are often performed by bots. 
During these actions, network packets are usually generated on the basis of some specific algorithm 
(Packet Generation Algorithm). Every PGA has some unique characteristics. First of all, different 
packet generation rules exists for specific attacks and these rules are typically botnet specific. For 
example, the same botnet can have different packet generation rules for both TCP SYN SCAN and 
TCP SYN FLOOD. Secondly, packets usually include fixed patterns. It means that single byte of 
particular protocol specific parameter (e.g. TCP sequence number) or even whole parameters are 
somehow connected with each other. An example of a fixed pattern is TCP sequence number being 
equal to the destination IP address during port scanning. It can be simply explained - the algorithm 
copies bytes from the address into the sequence number instead of generating a random one. 
Botnet authors often provide this kind of operations during packet generation as it may speed up 
scanning or network attacks. It is worth noting that presented example is in fact very simple. 
Authors of malicious software may include more sophisticated rules using logical shift, negations, 
incrementation, decrementation, bytes swapping and others. 

The main aim of the PGA analyzer is detection of packet generation rules in traffic generated by 
botnets and other malware. During online analysis of malicious network traffic, it detects and 
documents packet generation rules used during particular network activity (e.g. TCP SYN scan or 
flood). It helps to maintain situational awareness as it collects details about current threats and 
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provides signatures for botnet fingerprinting. When botnets and malware generate harmful 
packets, some of the bytes are crafted through rules to save computational power. In the result, 
infected computer is able to send more packets per second. Such an efficiency boost is crucial for 
botnets. We can assume that every botnet includes at least several thousands of infected 
machines. Therefore even small improvement in packet generation speed may result in a 
devastating improvement of DDoS activities, for example. Dependencies between bytes in packets 
detected by the PGA analyzer are filtered by some strictly specified rules (protocol specific), in 
order to avoid flagging legitimate dependencies. 
PGA analyzer can work on traffic originating from sandboxed malware samples, honeypots and 
darknets. It is also able to work on a typical machine and monitor network traffic, in order to decide 
whether the machine is performing malicious activities or not (by capturing PGA dependencies). 
The PGA analyzer has also several operation modes and can work in both online and offline mode. 
Analysis is mainly performed on TCP, UDP and DNS protocol features. 

This section presents brief information about PGA analysis. It first describes main idea about PGAs 
and the main purpose of the analysis algorithm. In addition, some general details concerning 
algorithm are included. Finally, it will present example results of the PGA analysis. 

Technical details – case study 

This chapter presents some details concerning PGAs. First, the analyzer loads settings from a 
configuration file. Then it loads packets from a PCAP file and decides which protocol stack is being 
analyzed and which packet bits and bytes should be compared in the first place. Then, particular 
bytes are selected for all packets and for all of them Shannon entropy is calculated. 
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Figure 2.6 Example set of 20 packets (TCP SYN scan) with interesting sets of bytes highlighted 

Figure 2.6 presents 20 TCP SYN packets, where PGA rules can be easily discovered. One set of bytes 
is the set of values for a particular octet (columns in figure 1). Octets of particular parameters are 
denoted as “.oX”, where X is the octet number. For example, the third octet of a TCP sequence 
number is denoted as “seq.o3”. 

First, analyzer calculates entropy for all of the sets of bytes. So, in case of seq.o3, set of values for 
entropy calculation would be as follows: 

S=[0x1f, 0xa6, 0xd6, 0xe9, 0x15, 0xcc, 0x48, 0x01, 0x31, 0xa1, 
0x13, 0xe4, 0x74, 0xb7, 0x9a, 0xa0, 0x1c, 0x40, 0x83, 0x77] 

Entropy is used for creation of groups of particular octets between which relations should be 
detected. If more than two sets of bytes have the same or similar entropy values, the PGA analyzer 
should look for relations between these bytes. Following listing presents an example entropy 
calculation on the basis of Figure 2.6:  

3rd and 4th bytes of the source IP (ip_src.o3 and ip_src.o4): entropy of these sets is H = 0. It means 
that these bytes have constant value among all packets. 

1st octet of the IP id (ip_id.o1) and 3rd octet of sequence number (seq.o3) - entropy value for these 
sets is H = 4.32193. As these entropies are not equal to 0, bytes values are not constant. PGA 
analyzer should search for relations between these two octets, as the entropy values calculated for 
them are the same. 
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3rd and 4th byte of the destination IP (ip_dst.o3 and ip.dst.o4): entropy value for the third octet is 
H = 4.32193, whereas for the fourth octet entropy value is  H = 4.22193. Differences between 
entropy values are not big, so the analyzer is still going to check relations between those two octets 
(acceptable difference between entropies depends on the user specified tolerance value). 

If a difference between entropies fits within the user specified threshold, these parameters will still 
be compared with each other. This may be useful in case of e.g. IP spoofing, where accidental 
packet appears in the PCAP file and it is not related to the rest of the packets. 

Having the particular sets of bytes initially grouped, it is possible to search for PGA rules (relations). 
Following listing presents some examples of relations which the PGA analyzer is able to find: 

Equal, PGA analyzer checks if byte A is equal to byte B, 

 

Incrementation, PGA analyzer checks if byte A is incrementing byte B, or vice versa, 

 
Binary shift, PGA analyzer checks if byte A is binary left-shift of byte B, or byte A is binary right-shift 
of byte B, 

 
AND operator, PGA analyzer checks whether byte A AND byte B is equal to byte C , 

 
OR operator, PGA analyzer checks if byte A or byte B is equal to byte C, 

 
Binary negation, PGA analyzer checks if negated A is equal to byte B (XOR 0xFF), 

 
XOR operator, PGA analyzer checks if byte A XOR B is equal to byte C, 

 

Where: 

• A, B, C – particular bytes selected for the analysis 
• I – packet index 
• N – a certain positive integer (user specifies maximal value for incrementation checking), 

These are only examples of possible relations, as PGA analyzer is also able to find more complex 
relations, where for example above mentioned rules are mixed with each other. Moreover, there 
are some more complex rules implemented, where for example binary-shift with different bit 
swapping operations is performed. 
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According toFigure 2.6, PGA analyzer was able to detected following rules: 

 

These rules can be explained as follows:  

1. ip_id.o1 = seq.o3 – this means that the first byte of the IP id was copied to the third byte of 
the sequence number 

2. ip_id.o2 +1 = seq.o4 – this means that the second byte of the IP id was incremented by 1 
and copied to the fourth byte of the sequence number 

3. seq.o1 = seq.o2 – this means that the first byte of the sequence number was copied to the 
second byte of the sequence number 

4. seq.o1 constant – this means that the first byte of the sequence number is constant 
5. seq.o2 constant – this means that the second byte of the sequence number is constant 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Exemplary set of 20 packets (DNS scan) with particular bytes highlighted 
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Figure 2.7 presents another example, where several relations between particular octets were 
detected during DNS scans. PGA analyzer has been able to detected following rules: 

 

 

Description of these relations:  

1. ip_src.o3 = ip_id.o2 - this means that third byte of the source IP was copied into the second 
byte of the IP id 

2. ip_src.o3 = ip_dns.o2 - this means that third byte of the source IP was copied into the 
second byte of the DNS id 

3. ip_id.o1 = ip_dns.o1 - this means that first byte of the IP id was copied into the first byte of 
the DNS id 

4. ip_id.o2 = ip_dns.o2 - this means that second byte of the IP id was copied into the second 
byte of the DNS id 

5. ip_src.o4 +1 = ip_id.o1 - this means that fourth byte of the source IP was incremented by 1 
and copied into the first byte of the IP id 

6. ip_src.o4 +1 = ip_dns.o1 - this means that fourth byte of the source IP was incremented by 1 
and copied into the first byte of the DNS id 

Results of the PGA analysis 

This chapter introduces a sample JSON file, which contains results of an PGA analysis. Each file 
stores the following information: 

• “Cnt” - number of analyzed packets 
• “Unique counter” - number of unique values for the proper byte in packet, e.g. “ip_id : 1”: 8 

means that eight unique values appeared for first byte of IP ID during analysis 
• “Constant” - bytes which are constant in all packets, e.g. “ip_src : 1,2,3,4” means that all 

four bytes of ip source are constant in analyzed network traffic 
• “Relations” - relations found by the PGA analysis, e.g. "ip_dst : 1-2 : = : ip_id : 1-2": 4868,” 

means that in 4868 packets the analyzer found relations where the first and the second byte 
of the destination IP are copied into the first and the second byte of the IP id 

The following JSON documents presents results from a sample TCP SYN-ACK scan observed in the 
darknet traffic: 
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{ 
  "Cnt": 5426, 
  "Unique counter": { 
    "ip_src : 1": 1, 
    "ip_src : 2": 1, 
    "ip_src : 3": 1, 
    "ip_src : 4": 1, 
    "ip_dst : 1": 1, 
    "ip_dst : 2": 1, 
    "ip_dst : 3": 52, 
    "ip_dst : 4": 55, 
    "ip_id : 1": 8, 
    "ip_id : 2": 8, 
    "tcp_sport : 1": 1, 
    "tcp_sport : 2": 1, 
    "tcp_dport : 1": 53, 
    "tcp_dport : 2": 55, 
    "tcp_seq : 1": 57, 
    "tcp_seq : 2": 56, 
    "tcp_seq : 3": 56, 
    "tcp_seq : 4": 49, 
    "tcp_ack : 1": 8, 
    "tcp_ack : 2": 8, 
    "tcp_ack : 3": 1, 
    "tcp_ack : 4": 1 
  }, 
  "Constant": [ 
        "ip_src : 1,2,3,4", 
        "ip_dst : 1,2", 
        "tcp_sport : 1,2", 
        "tcp_ack : 3,4" 
    ], 
  "Relations": { 
    "ip_dst : 1 : XOR 0xFF = : tcp_ack : 1 ": 4868, 
    "ip_dst : 1-2 : = : ip_id : 1-2": 4868, 
    "ip_dst : 2 : XOR 0xFF = + 1 : tcp_ack : 2 ": 4868, 
    "ip_dst : 3-4 : = : tcp_dport : 3-4": 4868, 
    "ip_id : 1 : XOR 0xFF = : tcp_ack : 1 ": 5426, 
    "ip_id : 2 : XOR 0xFF = + 1 : tcp_ack : 2 ": 5426 
  } 
} 

First, the “Constant” list ought to be analyzed. A source IP, a destination IP and a source port can be 
constant, and this is nothing extraordinary, although in this case, only the two first bytes of the 
destination IP are constant. It suggests that a horizontal scan on a particular subnet had been 
performed. Moreover, the constant value of two last bytes of acknowledgement numbers for about 
5000 packets is not a common thing in TCP packets. Additionally, on the basis of unique counter 
label, it can be observed that the first TCP two acknowledgement bytes got only 8 unique values. 
This is also very uncommon for such a large number of packets.  
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Next, the “Relations” list should be analyzed. The PGA analyzer detected 6 relations: 

1. "ip_dst : 1 : XOR 0xFF = : tcp_ack : 1 ": 4868 – first byte of the destination IP was negated 
(XOR 0xFF) and copied into the first byte of the TCP acknowledgement. 

2. "ip_dst : 1-2 : = : ip_id : 1-2": 4868, - this means that the first and the second byte of the 
destination IP were copied into the IP id 

3. "ip_dst : 2 : XOR 0xFF = + 1 : tcp_ack : 2 ": 4868, - this means that second byte of the 
destination IP was negated, incremented by 1 and copied into the second byte of the TCP 
acknowledgment 

4.  
"ip_dst : 3-4 : = : tcp_dport : 3-4": 4868, - this means that third and fourth byte of the 
destination IP were copied into the destination port number 

5.  
"ip_id : 1 : XOR 0xFF = : tcp_ack : 1 ": 5426, - this means that the first byte of the IP id was 
negated and copied into the first byte of the TCP acknowledgement 

6.  
"ip_id : 2 : XOR 0xFF = + 1 : tcp_ack : 2 ": 5426 - this means that second byte of the IP id was 
negated, incremented by 1 and copied into the second byte of the TCP acknowledgment 

It is important to see that some relations occur in all 5426 analyzed packets, but some are only 
present in 4868 packets. It can be just a coincidence, however, the third and the fourth byte of the 
destination IP are copied into the destination port and it does not look like an accident. A possible 
scenario is that these are two different versions of botnet/software performing the same activity 
(SYN-ACK scan).  

Summary 

The PGA analyzer is responsible for finding packet generation rules implemented in botnets and 
other types of software. It helps to maintain situational awareness and helps in remediation actions 
by providing detailed information on attacks. It derives signatures from network traffic and these 
can be used for botnet fingerprinting (identifying infected machines) and mapping network attacks 
to different botnets. The preliminary results prove that the PGA analysis is a valuable asset and can 
be successfully used in the SISSDEN project. 
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2.2.4 SMTP-based Botnet f ingerprinting 

 

Name SMTP-based Botnet fingerprinting 

Lead by NASK 

Data Source(s) NASK spamtraps, sandboxes 

Analysis Result(s) Botnet SMTP dialects, IP to Botnet mapping 

Update Frequency live 

State Prototype 

Description 

The main goal of this analysis is to monitor spamming activities of specific botnet families and 
remediation of infected machines, by analysis of SMTP conversations (SMTP dialects) in order to 
observe anomalies in SMTP implementations. Anomalies can then be linked with specific botnets 
families. Then, botnets can be linked with IP addresses and spam campaigns. SMTP dialects will be 
derived from the activity of sandboxed malware samples. 

Introduction 

One of the SISSDEN analysis is focused on the SMTP protocol. SMTP (Simple Mail Transport 
Protocol) is a standard for internet message delivery and it is responsible for transport of nearly 
every email message. However, significant part of SMTP traffic can be classified as a spam – 
unsolicited messages such as advertisements, phishing campaigns or messages including malicious 
attachments. According to this, spam is a very popular vector for malware spreading. Moreover, 
spam campaigns are responsible for the waste of resources e.g. bandwidth or disk space. 

There are many sources of spam, to begin with companies who are responsible for obtrusive 
advertising and to end with advanced spambots (botnets). These often take advantage of 
misconfigured SMTP servers (so called open relays) to distribute spam messages without limits. 
However, open relays can be easily filtered by blacklist policy, thus making them impractical on the 
long run. Nowadays, more and more botnets have their own SMTP implementation, which allows 
them to deliver unsolicited messages directly (without any broker SMTP servers). As it dramatically 
increases amount of spam sources, it hinders spam filtering by IP address for example. 

As it is not a new phenomenon, multiple spam detection/prevention methods were developed 
during last thirty years. Classical approach is based on the analysis of email headers, content and 
attachments. Such an analysis can be performed by the usage of statistical methods, graph theory 
and machine learning algorithms, just to name a few. Moreover, network based methods which are 
focused on for example email frequency analysis, are also in use. In 2012, G. Stringhini et.al. 
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proposed innovative method, which is focused on the application layer. Authors analyzed SMTP 
implementation (SMTP dialects) in order to distinguish whether an email message comes from 
benign or malicious sources. The idea was very simple and in fact signature based. Firstly, authors 
collected informations about SMTP implementations of both known email MTA/MUA (Mail Transfer 
Agent and Mail User Agent) and from sandboxed botnet samples. Then, collected SMTP dialects 
were compared with the incoming SMTP traffic. If a dialect from the incoming message was 
matching a malicious dialect, the message was marked as spam. 

It is noteworthy that this method can lead simultaneously to two different, although very important 
results. First, as it was marked before, it can be used for spam detection. However, it can also be 
used for botnet fingerprinting. As many of botnets have their unique SMTP implementation, it is 
possible to track messages with known SMTP dialects and map them to the IP address (possible 
infected machine). This part is crucial for SISSDEN, as it will help to track spamming botnets. During 
the SISSDEN project, new extensions to the above mentioned method were proposed and 
developed. 

SMTP dialects 

Before going further into the details concerning developed SMTP botnet fingerprinting method, 
some SMTP basics have to be highlighted. 

SMTP is a text-based protocol defined in 1982. Then, it was updated in 2008 by RFC 5321. In 
general, mail transfer can be described as a conversation between MUA clients and MTA/MDA 
servers. Such a conversation should result in a successful email delivery. Note that an SMTP 
conversation can be performed not only between client and server, but also between two servers 
(where one server acts in fact as a client). A t ypical SMTP message exchange is presented below, 
where the server is marked as S and the client is marked as C. 

 
S: 220 smtp.server.com<CR><LF> 
C: EHLO smtp.example.com<CR><LF> 
S: 250 smtp.server.com<CR><LF> 
C: MAIL FROM:<sender@example.com><CR><LF> 
S: 250 2.1.0 Ok<CR><LF> 
C: RCPT TO:<recipient@server.com><CR><LF> 
S: 250 2.1.5 Ok<CR><LF> 
C: DATA<CR><LF> 
S: 354 Ok<CR><LF> 
C: Test message.<CR><LF> 
C: <CR><LF>.<CR><LF> 
S: 250 2.0.0 Ok<CR><LF> 
C: QUIT<CR><LF> 
S: 221 2.0.0 Bye<CR><LF> 

 
As SMTP requires stable connection, TCP protocol is used for data transfer. After successful 
connection establishment, the server greets the client with “220” command. One should note that 
every command is finished with <CR><LF> (carriage return + line feed) line terminators. 
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In the next step, client introduces itself with “EHLO” or “HELO” command. The first one is used for 
extended SMTP, where second is used in case of deprecated version of SMTP. As it can be noticed, 
client receives feedback from the server after almost every SMTP command. 

Then, client specifies both sender and recipient address with the help of “MAIL FROM” and “RCPT 
TO” commands. Finally, client declares start of the message content with “DATA” command. After 
acceptance from the server, it is possible to provide the message contents. If the message is 
finished, client signalizes end of the message with “<CR><LF>.<CR><LF>” command. 

When the message is accepted by the server, client terminates SMTP session with “QUIT” 
command. However, this step is optional and session can be terminated with e.g. TCP connection 
termination or server timeout expiration. 

As it was mentioned before, selected example is very simple and it presents standard procedure of 
email delivery, where only five from eleven primary commands have been used. Another popular 
and not yet mentioned SMTP command is “STARTTLS”, which is used for triggering encryption. 

The reader should think about SMTP as of a spoken language, as there are some analogies. Let us 
assume that there are two native Polish speakers talking, but they grew up in different regions of 
their country and have different dialects. However, they will still be able to communicate properly 
and understand each other, despite minor differences in the language. It is very similar in SMTP. 
RFC provides an example and sort of good practice for commands syntax, although it states that 
different versions of commands should also be accepted by the SMTP servers. Following listing 
presents different notations of “RCPT TO” command, from which all are properly parsed by the 
MTA.  

RCPT TO:<recipient@server.com><CR><LF> 
Rcpt To:<recipient@server.com> <CR><LF> 
rcpt TO:    <recipient@server.com><CR><LF> 
RCPT TO:  recipient@server.com<CR><LF> 
rCpT to: <recipient@server.com> <CR><LF> 

On this basis, several statements can be made about nearly all SMTP commands: 

• commands are case-insensitive 
• some characters are optional (e.g. <>) 
• some whitespaces are optional and their number does not matter 

Moreover, lets analyze the additional parameters of the “EHLO” command. In the exemplary SMTP 
conversation, this command was combined with domain name. However, different declarations are 
also possible, like: 

EHLO domain.com<CR><LF> 
EHLO user<CR><LF> 
EHLO 192.168.0.100<CR><LF> 
EHLO [192.168.0.100]<CR><LF> 

One more thing should be taken into the consideration. Some optional or situation-specific 
commands may appear during SMTP conversations, e.g. “RSET” or “QUIT”. Having all these syntax-
connected dependencies, it can be noticed that there are a lot of ways to perform successful SMTP 
conversation that leads to email delivery. Commands syntax and their order may vary between 
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different protocol implementations. According to these, G. Stringhini described SMTP 
implementations as dialects and points out that different software (including malicious ones) have 
often different SMTP dialects. 

Noteworthy also is the IMF (Internet Message Format), also known as the email message header. It 
defines many message parameters, such as subject, date, reply-to, used mail agent, encoding and 
many others. IMF may consists of many fields and combinations are unlimited. Sample email 
message with its header: 

Date: Mon, 12 Dec 2016 14:17:53 +0100 
From: sender <sender@server.com> 
To: recipient <recipient@server.com> 
Subject: Test message 
Message-ID: <20161212141753.7c6584e8@user> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.9.3 (GTK+ 2.24.23; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu) 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
This is an exemplary email message sent using Claws Mail. 

It occurs that several informations included in IMF can be successfully used in SMTP dialects 
analysis. Next chapters will describe these parameters in details. 

Technical details 

Original  solut ion and proposed extensions 

Original solution (B@bel proposed by G. Stringhini et.al. []), had following features: 

• SMTP dialects stored in form of state machine 
• database consisting of dialects derived from both known SMTP MUA/MTA and spamming 

botnets 
• dialects were parsed until “DATA” SMTP command, everything further was not analysed 

Authors monitored incoming SMTP traffic and they compared dialects stored within the database 
with the dialects derived from the current email traffic. On this basis, it was possible to point out 
which messages were coming from known sources and which came from malicious ones. 

As this idea is very simple but yet effective, it was chosen for SISSDEN analysis platform. However, 
several original extensions were provided, which significantly increased method efficiency. Most 
important SMTP dialects analysis extensions are: 

• analysis of full SMTP conversations (full dialects, not only until “DATA” command) 
• larger dialects database, with system and programming libraries included 
• analysis of SMTP extensions syntax 
• analysis of several IMF fields, which are strictly connected with dialects 

Selected extensions will be described in next chapters. 
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Parsing full conversation and SMTP extensions 

The original solution assumed that the “DATA” command is the last state in every dialect and 
commands should not be parsed any further. In our solution, it was decided to parse whole SMTP 
conversations, as some differences may be spotted after successful message transfer. For example, 
“QUIT” command is optional and its syntax may vary. Moreover, “RSET” command may be used 
after message acceptance (especially in malicious dialects). Additionally, we have provided parsing 
of an SMTP extensions e.g. “SIZE”, “ORCPT TO” and others. 

Three different operation modes were developed for SISSDEN SMTP botnet fingerprinting: 

1. mode 0 (M0): parse conversation until “DATA” command (for comparison purposes) 
2. mode 1 (M1): parse the whole conversation without SMTP extensions 
3. mode 2 (M2): parse the whole conversation with SMTP extensions. 

IMF fields extensions 

As it was mentioned before, IMF is a standard for email messages. It was noticed that several IMF 
fields can be efficiently used in botnet fingerprinting and in distinguishing SMTP client spoofing 
attempts. 
The first field selected for the analysis informs SMTP server about client used for email delivery. 
Several field names exists, although the most popular ones are “User-Agent” or “X-Mailer”. 
Although this field is optional, it is commonly acknowledged as a good practice to provide one and 
most of email clients in fact do that. Designed SMTP analyzer compares actual dialect with the MUA 
specified in IMF header. Figure 2.8 presents a situation, where the email message was received and 
its SMTP dialect matched a legitimate MUA – Mozilla Thunderbird. However, the analysis of the IMF 
“X-mailer” proved that this field was specified like in another client e.g. Microsoft Outlook. On this 
basis, we can state that this email comes from a malicious source and it is an attempt of MUA 
spoofing. It is just an example of client-identification field usage. Different dialects can be 
confronted with this particular IMF field and checked whether: 

• declared MUA client is appropriate 
• proper field name is used e.g. whether it is “User-Agent” or “X-mailer” 
• whether the field was even specified or not 

Figure 2.9 presents another example, where the Sendsafe botnet was responsible for distribution of 
malicious spam campaign (fake efax messages). URL included attachment with Hancitor/Pony 
malware. IMF of every spam message included declaration of MUA client used for the email 
delivery (one from four): Apple Mail, iPhone Mail, iPad Mail, iPod Mail. However, differences 
between SMTP dialect used by Sendsafe and Apple products are significant: 

-Sendsafe uses syntax “HELO domain” while Apple “EHLO [IP]”. 
-Sendsafe inserts space between “:” and “<” characters, while Apple does not. 
-Sendsafe does not use “QUIT” command, while Apple does. 

The “Received” field is another IMF parameter, which can be used for SMTP dialect analysis. On its 
basis, it is possible to determine path of the email message, ie. number and addresses of 
intermediary SMTP servers. On this basis, it is possible to detect spoofs concerning being SMTP 
server or not. Although this analysis has lower accuracy than the one concerning MUA client 
declaration, it is still able to detect some attempts of suspicious activity. For example, it may detect 
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situations when particular botnet sends emails directly using its own SMTP implementation, 
although it declares that email was forwarded by an legitimate MTA. 
 

 
Figure 2.8 Spoof detection on the basis of SMTP and IMF analysis 
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Figure 2.9 Sendsafe botnet during Hancitor/Pony malicious efax spam campaign 

Dialects database and classifier 

Implemented solution is based on a knowledge database, which consists of different SMTP dialects. 
Error! Reference source not found. presents dialects included in the current database. Three 
different categories of SMTP dialects classification have been prepared: 

1. benign – legitimate MUA and MTA 
2. suspicious – SMTP implementations on different platforms in different programming 

languages 
3. malicious – dialects derived from botnet samples and manual analysis of traffic received by 

a spamtrap 

 
Table 2-1 Dialect database 

Classifier operation is based on a several fundamentals. Firstly, it monitors network traffic on SMTP 
ports. Meanwhile, it parses SMTP command to the appropriate syntax. Appropriate command 
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patterns and regular expressions are used, in order to retrieve all valuable informations from the 
SMTP conversation (e.g. email addresses, domains, IP and others). If a particular text in the SMTP 
command is not recognized by both patterns or regular expressions, it is parsed as “text”. Every 
command after parsing is treated as a state. Exemplary SMTP conversation together with states 
obtained by command parsing is presented in Table 2-2. 

 
Table 2-2 Exemplary conversion of SMTP commands into dialects states 

Every dialect id is coded as a hash. In the first step of dialect id construction, every obtained state is 
hashed using proper technique ie. SHA 256. In the example from Table 2-2, 13 unique hashes would 
be obtained (one hash for one state). Then, all of the hashes are connected into one string and this 
string is hashed again, thus giving unique dialect id in form of the SHA 256 hash. 

If any new mail message is delivered to the mail server with proposed analyzer triggered, SMTP 
conversation is brought to the dialect hash, using the above mentioned manner. Moreover, 
analyzer derives crucial information from IMF header. Then, it compares obtained dialect id with 
the dialects database and performs IMF related analysis. If dialect does not match any benign 
dialect or there is inconsistency in relation dialect/IMF, message is categorized as spam. Moreover, 
if dialect matches any malicious dialect, botnet fingerprinting may be performed. 

Fig. 3 presents testing environment, where tests concerning SMTP dialects analyzer were carried 
out. SMTP traffic incoming to the spamtrap (fake mail server destined for spam capture) is logged 
with tshark tool. Meanwhile, premaster secrets from encrypted SMTP conversations are derived. 
Having these, tshark is able to decrypt TLS encrypted traffic in a real-time. Then, whole SMTP 
conversations are being parsed and classified. Results are compared with knowledge database and 
the results themselves are stored in another database. 
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Figure 2.10 Testing environment 

Knowledge database consists of dialects obtained from clients, servers and bots included in Table 
2-1. Table 2-3 presents number of distinguished dialects for every operation mode. As it was 
expected, it occurs that the more accurate is the operation mode, the more different dialects it can 
detect. 

 

 
Table 2-3 Number of distinguished dialects for different operation modes 

Results 

Exemplary results of SMTP dialects analyzer are presented on the basis of 32470 SMTP 
conversations, collected during five days of a spamtrap operation. 13017 of these conversations 
were classified as different scans on port 25, thus leaving 19453 successful mail transfers. One 
should note that every obtained email originates from malicious sources, as domain used by 
spamtrap is dedicated to collecting unsolicited messages and no legitimate emails should be sent to 
any accoun. According to this, every message that is delivered to spamtrap is in fact a spam. 
Because of that, it is possible only to obtain two different classifications for spam detection: TP 
(True Positive) when spam is recognized properly and FN (False Negative) if not. However, FP (False 
Positive) and TN (True Negative) spam detection rates are not relevant from the botnet 
fingerprinting perspective (fingerprinting is only focused on dialects/IMF matching). 
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Obtained results were divided into three categories: 

1. “UNKNOWN” denotes SMTP conversations, where every command is known from 
legitimate MUAs and MTAs, but the sequence of commands is uncommon 

2. “MALICIOUS” denotes malicious conversations, which were matched with dialects derived 
from botnets and manual analysis of spamtrap traffic 

3. “KNOWN” denotes conversations which are correctly matched with legitimate dialects 
originating from MUAs, MTAs or known libraries 

In order to present results in a proper manner, four different metrics have been used: 

1. Number of samples – the number of conversations in particular category 
2. Ratio of total – ratio of matched conversations and all SMTP conversations 
3. IMF inconsistency – number of alerts triggered on the basis of dialect/IMF relations analysis 
4. Ratio of alerts – ratio of alerts triggered and number of samples in the current category 

IMF alerts are triggered if an inconsistency in dialect/IMF relation is detected (for an example, see 
Figure 2.8). 

Table 2-4 presents results for the UNKNOWN category. Samples in this category are minority in 
comparison to the whole data set. Additionally, significant difference between M0 and M1/M2 can 
be spotted. 

 
Table 2-4 Results for the UNKNOWN category 

Table 2-5 presents results for the MALICIOUS category. In this case, about 60% of traffic was 
categorized as malicious, because it matched dialects derived from malicious software. Noteworthy 
is ratio of IMF inconsistency alerts. Almost 60% of malicious messages were attempting to spoof 
legitimate MUAs or MTAs. 

 
Table 2-5 Results for the MALICIOUS category 

Table 2-6 presents results for the KNOWN category. In this case, about 40% of email messages 
matched known (benign) dialects. However, one should notice that almost 50% of alleged 
legitimate emails in case of M0/M1 and nearly 90% in case of M2 had inconsistency in dialect/IMF 
relation. That means that dialect used in SMTP conversation did not match fields specified in IMF. 
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Table 2-6 Results for the KNOWN category 

Table 2-7 presents comparison between different operation modes and spam TP/FP classification 
rates. As it can be noticed, M2 mode together with IMF analysis was able to detect 95% of spam 
messages. 

 
Table 2-7 Comparison between modes – spam detection 

From around 19 000 successful email transactions, following botnets have been fingerprinted: 

● Sendsafe: 3872 messages from 2 IP addresses 
● Kelihos: 2816 messages from 627 IP addresses 
● Htbot: 879 messages from 669 IP addresses 
● Zbot: 1 message from 1 IP address 

It is worth noting that there are no messages from Tofsee and Necurs botnets in this dataset. These 
botnets are very active spammers, although their emails did not hit spamtrap during that period of 
time. Normally, significant amount of observed malicious emails originates from Sendsafe, Tofsee 
and Necurs. 

Summary 

To sum up, SMTP analyzer was designed and implemented, which is mainly responsible for botnet 
fingerprinting and spam detection. As there are differences between SMTP commands 
implementation and there is a freedom in IMF specification, a lot of botnet signatures can be 
derived. On the basis of short dataset (about 32 000 SMTP conversations in five days), it has been 
proven that this analyzer can detect spam messages with high accuracy, properly fingerprint 
different botnet families and detect SMTP scans. Such a results obtained online 24/7 can be a 
valuable resource for SISSDEN project. It helps to maintain situational awareness, as we can map IP 
addresses to particular botnets and match them with particular malicious spam campaigns. 
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2.2.5 Darknet malicious activity tracking 

 

Name Darknet malicious activity tracking 

Lead by NASK 

Data Source(s) Darknet 

Analysis Result(s) DDoS victims IP,  IP to Botnet mapping, IP of scanners etc. 

Update Frequency 1/5 minutes 

State Prototype 

Description 

Darknet malicious activity tracking is responsible for analysis/tracking of many malicious activities 
observed in a darknet. Firstly, it is capable of DDoS victim tracking, including many different attack 
types related to different protocols ie. UDP, TCP, DNS, ICMP and others. Analyzer is also detecting 
scanning activities with different protocols (layer 3, 4 and 7). Moreover, it is using signatures 
derived from the PGA (Packet Generation Algorithm) analysis, in order to map malicious activities 
and IP addresses to specific botnet families. 

Introduction 

Darknet is an unused IP addresses space. Theoretically, no network traffic should be observed on 
these addresses as there are no e.g. DNS records, services or physical machines attached to them. 
In practice, a lot of traffic can be observed in darknet. Main sources of traffic observed in darknet 
are: 

● scans (for example port scanning or vulnerability scanning) 
● internet backscatter (for example backscatter from DDoS attacks) 
● misconfiguration (for example bad route specification) 

According to this, darknet is a valuable resource of information about current trends in the internet. 
It helps in maintaining the situational awareness, as it is possible to collect intelligence about 
current threats, scanning activities and attacks. Moreover, data collected though a darknet can be 
used for remediation actions, because of the internet backscatter originating from the DDoS 
attacks. Additionally, it is possible to use PGA (Packet Generation Algorithm) rules to map observed 
threats to the particular botnets/malware families. 
Some general technical details will be discussed in the next chapter. In the end, some general 
statistics from the 40 days of darknet analyzer operation will be discussed. 
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Technical details 

Darknet malicious activity tracker/analyzer consists of several modules. Figure 2.11 presents the 
general scheme of its architecture. 

 
Figure 2.11 Darknet malicious activity tracker/analyzer architecture 

 
Fig. 1 Darknet malicious activity tracker/analyzer architecture 

The following darknet modules can be highlighted: 

• Parser 3/4 – parser responsible for network traffic capture and packet parsing up to 
fourth network layer 

• Parser 7 – parser responsible for packet parsing at the application layer level (layer 7) 
• B1 to Bn (brokers) – broker modules responsible for initial data grouping 
• A1 to Am (analyzers) – analyzers responsible for analysis of grouped packets and 

results/statistics generation 
• Redis – NoSQL database responsible for data storing 

Modules are written in C++ and Python 2.7. Communication between particular modules is 
performed through the ZMQ sockets. Traffic is grouped into strictly specified time intervals (default 
5 minutes). During this time, parsers capture and parse network traffic. Then, traffic is initially 
grouped by the brokers. After that, grouped data is being stored in the Redis database. When the 
specified time interval ends, parsers and brokers start the capture/grouping of the data for the new 
interval. Meanwhile, analyzers start the analysis of already captured and grouped packets (analysis 
of the already finished time interval). When the analysis is successfully performed, reports and 
statistics for the data are generated. 

Packets are grouped on the basis of strictly specified rules, which are different depending on the 
protocol stack of the packet. According to this, packets and analysis are first of all divided into 
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different stacks. Stacks that are currently fully implemented in the darknet analyzer are presented 
in the following listing: 

● IPv4:TCP 
● IPv4:UDP 
● IPv4:UDP:DNS 
● IPv4:UDP:NTP 
● IPv4:UDP:SSDP 
● IPv4:ICMPv4 
● IPv4:ICMPv4:TCP 
● IPv4:ICMPv4:UDP 
● IPv4:ICMPv4:UDP:DNS. 

 
Packets are grouped on the basis of the stack and for example source IP of the packets. Then, 
different analysis of packets are performed by analyzers. Despite the standard protocol specific 
evaluation (e.g. TCP SYN scan, DNS response (possible DDoS victim), ICMPv4 PING scan or NTP 
amplifier scan), analyzer is able to detect different activities or abnormalities in the grouped traffic. 
Exemplary things that can be detected by darknet analyzer are presented below: 

● type of scan (normal/single, horizontal, vertical, box) 
● traceroute scan 
● TTL variations (possible spoof) 
● mistakes in protocols implementations 
● regularities in packets 
● PGA signatures (botnet/malware fingerprinting). 

 
Noteworthy are PGA signatures, which can be detected in the darknet traffic. Having the specific 
rules detected by the PGA analyzer, it is possible to use them during darknet packets analysis in 
order to fingerprint particular botnet/malware families during malicious activities (scans or attacks). 

Future plans 

During the SISSDEN project, darknet malicious activity tracker/analyzer is going to be under 
constant development. Not only there are plans to maintain current software and enhance current 
analysis, but also to add new analysis for not yet implemented protocols like SIP, RIP and others. 

Results 

This chapter presents some basic statistics, which were prepared on the basis of 40 day of darknet 
malicious activity tracker operation. Results will be discussed on the basis of different protocol 
stacks. Every sub-chapter will cover two different aspects: 

1. exemplary full report for one source IP, which activity was observed during 5 minute interval 
2. some general statistics for the given protocol stack, on the basis of 40 day long traffic 

Statistics are provided for the one day of the darknet operation. It means that results collected 
from the 40 day of operation were averaged. 
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IPv4:TCP stack 

This chapter presents exemplary result and statistics for the TCP protocol. These are very 
important, because about 75% of observed darknet traffic is in fact TCP based. Table 2-8 presents 
some basic statistics concerning TCP daily stats. According to this, it is possible to observe around 
100 000 different IP source addresses during 5 minutes of darknet operation. Daily, about 250 
DDoS attacks victims are detected and about 460 150 000 TCP packets are received. 

 
Table 2-8 Basic statistics for IPv4 TCP protocol stack 

Following JSON presents results obtained from the tracking of one IP during 5 minute interval. 
According to the table 1, around 100 000 of JSONs with the same structure should be generated 
every 5 minutes (100 000 number of unique source IPs). 

{"XXX.YYY.225.137":  
 {"SYN SCAN":  
  {"dst_ip_num": 181,  
  "pack_num": 181,  
  "scan_type": "HORIZONTAL",  
  "exp": {"SEQ-IS-DST_IP": 181},  
  "dport": {"2323": 17, "23": 164},  
  "sport": {"2689": 181}},  
 "TCP-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "BAD",  
  "expert": [],  
  "PGA": ["SEQ-IS-DST_IP"]}, " 
 IPv4-INFO":  
  {"dupl_pck_ip_cnt": 1,  
  "expert": [],  
  "implementation": "GOOD",  
  "ttl": {"56": 164, "54": 17},  
  "dupl_pck_ip": ["XXX.YYY.182.184"],  
  "time": 36}} 
 } 
} 

According to the exemplary results, it can be noticed that: 

1. presented IP address performed 181 different SYN SCANS on 181 different darknet IPs 
(horizontal scan) 

2. it was mainly scanning ports number 23 and 2323 (telnet) 
3. every packet had the same source port 
4. in every packet, TCP sequence number had the same value as the scanned destination IP 

address (PGA rule specific to IoT Reaper botnet or some variants of Mirai botnet) 
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5. identical TCP packets were sent from another IP address (possible the same 
botnet/malware), 
all packets were sent during the time of 36 seconds 

 

In the next part of the chapter, some general statistics for the darknet TCP traffic are included. One 
should note that tables present only small piece of collected results and not all values of ports, 
countries or TCP flags are provided (only the most popular one). 
Figure 2.12 presents daily packet count for particular TCP flags during the single scans (single 
destination IP, single destination port). 

 
Figure 2.12 Daily average of TCP single scans 

Figure 2.13 presents daily packet count for observed TCP horizontal scans (multiple destination IP, 
single destination port). 

 
Figure 2.13 Daily average of TCP horizontal scans 

Figure 2.14 presents daily packet count for observed TCP vertical scans (single destination IP, 
multiple destination ports). 
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Figure 2.14 Daily average of TCP vertical scans 

Figure 2.15Table 5 presents daily packet count for particular TCP flags during the box scans 
(multiple destination IP, multiple destination ports). 

 
Figure 2.15 Daily average of TCP box scans 

Figure 2.16 presents the most scanned destination ports. According to the scan-related stats, 
several conclusions can be made: 

 
Figure 2.16 Daily most scanned TCP ports 

SYN and SYN-ACK scans are the most popular, Telnet is the most frequently scanned protocol (23). 
There is also a big interest in FTP, HTTP, HTTPS and SAMBA protocols. 

Figure 2.17 presents the most attacked destination ports. TCP based attacks were mainly 
discovered on the basis of SYN-ACK packets (DDoS backscatter). 
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Figure 2.17 Daily most attacked TCP ports 

Figure 2.18 presents countries, where the biggest number of TCP DDoS victims were detected. 

 
Figure 2.18 Daily most frequently attacked countries (TCP DDoS) 

Figure 2.19 presents last statistics prepared for TCP protocol – most frequently detected PGA 
signatures. Following list presents explanation for detected signatures: 

• SEQ-IS-DST-IP – sequence number is equal to destination IP (IoT Reaper botnet  is known 
from scans with such a PGA signature) 

• SEQ-IS-ACK – sequence number is equal to acknowledgment number 
• DPORT-IN-3:4-DST-IP – destination port is equal to 3 and 4 byte of destination IP 
• ACK-NONZERO – acknowledgment number is not equal to 0, when ACK flag is set 
• RESERV-SET – TCP reserved flag is set 
• DPORT-IN-1:2-ACK – destination port is equal to 1 and 2 byte of acknowledgment 

number 
• DPORT-IS-IP_ID – destination port is equal to IP ID 
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Figure 2.19 Daily most frequently detected PGA signatures 

IPv4:UDP:DNS 

This chapter presents exemplary results and statistics for the DNS packets observed in the darknet 
traffic. Table 2-9 presents some basic results concerning this protocol stack. 

 
Table 2-9 Basic stats for IPv4:UDP:DNS protocl stack 

Following JSON presents results obtained by the tracking of single IP during DNS related activity (5 
minute long activity). It presents horizontal recursive DNS scan, which was performed with constant 
DNS ID equal to 1 and with constant source port equal to 69. 

{"XXX.YYY.199.78":  
 {"RECURSIVE SCAN":  
  {"dst_ip_num": 2479,  
  "pack_num": 2882,  
  "scan_type": "HORIZONTAL",  
  "rd": {"1": 2882},  
  "exp": {},  
  "dns_id": {"1": 2882},  
  "query": {"ceopush.com:16": 2882},  
  "sport": {"69": 2882}},  
 "DNS-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "GOOD",  
  "expert": [], "PGA": []}, " 
 IPv4-INFO":  
  {"dupl_pck_ip_cnt": 0,  
  "expert": [],  
  “implementation": "GOOD",  
  "ttl": {"240": 2880, "244": 2},  
  "dupl_pck_ip": [],  
  "time": 36} 
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 } 
} 

Figure 2.20 presents most frequent DNS horizontal scan types, whereas Figure 2.21 presents most 
frequent DNS normal/single scan types. As it can be easily noticed, the most popular scans are 
these which are able to detect servers with recursion enabled. This servers can be for examples 
used for amplified DDoS attacks. Moreover, scans which are responsible for determination of BIND 
version are common too. 

 
Figure 2.20 Daily DNS most frequent horizontal scans 

 
Figure 2.21 Daily DNS most frequent normal/single scans 

Figure 2.22 presents most frequently occurring DNS PGA signatures. Included signatures can be 
denoted as: 

• IP_ID-IS-DNS_ID – IP ID is equal to DNS ID 
• RESP_BIT_IN_QRY – response related bit is set in the DNS query packets (should be 0) 
• RES-IN-QRY – response is included in the query packet 
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• COMBINATION-1 – combination of several regularities in DNS packets: a) IP ID is equal to 
DNS ID, b) third byte of IP source is equal to second byte of IP ID, c) fourth byte of IP source 
is equal to first byte of IP ID incremented by one 

 
Figure 2.22 Most frequent DNS PGA signatures 

Figure 2.23 presents most frequently used second level domains during DNS scans observed in the 
darknet. 

 
Figure 2.23 DNS mostly used domains in scans (daily) 

IPv4:UDP:NTP 

This sub-chapter presents exemplary result and statistics for the NTP protocol. Table 2-10 presents 
some basic statistics, which highlight the intensity of NTP traffic. 
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Table 2-10 Basic stats for NTP traffic observed in darknet 

Following JSON presents exemplary result for single source IP during NTP scan. In this example, 
darknet analyzer detected NTPv2 GET-MONLIST scan. MONLIST function is commonly used in 
amplified DRDoS (Distributed Reflected Denial of Service) attacks. Moreover, source port was 
constant during scanning activity and 46 different IP addresses have sent identical NTP packets. 

{"XXX.YYY.215.229":  
 {"NTP-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "GOOD",  
  "expert": [],  
  "PGA": []},  
 "GET-MONLIST SCAN":  
  {"dst_ip_num": 97,  
  "pack_num": 97,  
  "scan_type": "HORIZONTAL",  
  "version": {"2": 97},  
  "mode": {"7": 97},  
  "exp": {},  
  "dport": {"123": 97},  
  "sport": {"53562": 97}},  
 "IPv4-INFO":  
  {"dupl_pck_ip_cnt": 46,  
  "expert": [],  
  "implementation":  
  "GOOD", "ttl": {"237": 97},  
  "dupl_pck_ip": [ANONYMIZED], 
   "time": 9} 
 } 
} 
 
Figure 2.24 presents comparison between typical NTP scans (whether NTP server is running on the 
specified destination IP address or not) and NTPv2 scans responsible for detection of NTP servers 
which can be used for amplified DDoS attacks, where scans are horizontal. Figure 2.25 presents the 
same relation, but for the normal/single scans. 
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Figure 2.24 NTP daily most frequent horizontal scans 

 
Table 16 NTP daily most frequent horizontal scans 

 
Figure 2.25 NTP daily most frequent normal/single scans 

 
Table 17 NTP daily most frequent normal/single scans 

IPv4:UDP:SSDP 

This sub-chapter presents general statistics for the SSDP protocol. As there is mainly one activity 
type connected with the SSDP traffic (scans which can both detect UPnP devices and IP addresses 
for amplification attacks), all general statistics for SSDP are presented in Table 2-11. 
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Table 2-11 SSDP basic daily stats 

Following JSON presents exemplary results obtained by the tracking of single IP address during 
SSDP scanning activity.  
 
{"XXX.YYY.176.182":  
 {"SSDP SCAN":  
  {"dst_ip_num": 18,  
  "scan_type": "HORIZONTAL",  
  "pack_num": 18,  
  "st": {"ssdp;all": 18},  
  "host": {"239.255.255.250;1900": 18},  
  "exp": {},  
  "dport": {"1900": 18},  
  "sport": {"29111": 18},  
  "mx": {"10": 18},  
  "man": {"ssdp;discover": 18}},  
 "SSDP-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "GOOD",  
  "expert": [],  
  "PGA": []},  
 "IPv4-INFO":  
  {"dupl_pck_ip_cnt": 0,  
  "expert": [],  
  "implementation": "GOOD",  
  "ttl": {"55": 18},  
  "dupl_pck_ip": [], 
   "time": 29} 
 } 
} 

IPv4:ICMPv4 (direct) 

This sub-chapter presents results for IPv4:ICMPv4 direct stack. Direct means that ICMPv4 packets 
were sent directly to the darknet IP address (e.g. ICMP PING). Table 2-12 presents basic stats 
concerning this protocol stack. Noteworthy is the fact that about 20 packets per day include code 
value not equal to 0, which should be treated as the mistake in protocol implementation and PGA 
signature (code should be 0 in all direct ICMPv4 packets). 

 
Table 2-12 Basic statistics concerning direct ICMPv4 packets 
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Following JSON presents exemplary result of PING scan analysis. This example presents a case, 
when the packets contain payload. In this situation, darknet analyzer saves: 
first 16 bytes of payload saved in hexadecimal notation, 
payload hash. 
 
{"XXX.YYY.8.159":  
 {"ICMPv4-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "GOOD",  
  "expert": [],  
  "PGA": []},  
 "PING SCAN":  
  {"dst_ip_num": 1,  
  "code": {"0": 2},  
  "pack_num": 2,  
  "scan_type": "NORMAL",  
  "exp": {},  
  "payload":  
{"a420e65900000000ddab0e0000000000-
51f3394f8cc6b4342af941d7b01cca60c4db50f9": 1, 
"9520e65900000000df2f030000000000-
ea52dc4d5a2eb8b43f8f710e4ed7aa5942566a9a": 1}},  
 "IPv4-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "GOOD",  
  "time": 0,  
  "expert": [], 
   "ttl": {"52": 2}} 
 } 
} 
 
Two most frequent scans occur during ICMPv4 direct scans: PING scan and TIMESTAMP scan. 
According to this, Figure 2.26 presents statistics for horizontal scans, whereas Figure 2.27 presents 
statistics for normal/single scans. 
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Figure 2.26 Statistics for daily ICMPv4 direct horizontal scans 

 
Figure 2.27 Statistics for daily ICMPv4 indirect horizontal scans 

IPv4:ICMPv4 ( indirect) 

This sub-chapter presents results for indirect IPv4:ICMPv4 packets. Indirect packets are these that 
were forwarded/returned by the host or gateway in case of for example unreachable host. These 
packets are very interesting. Let us assume the situation, in which attacker is performing TCP SYN 
FLOOD and attacker is spoofing ip source address (darknet IP address provided). Then, let us 
assume that attack was successful and the host is down. Attacker is still sending TCP SYN packets 
with spoofed packets, although the host is unable to process this packets and gateway is returning 
proper ICMP error packet. According to the RFC, this error packet should include the original packet 
that caused error message (in this case – TCP SYN packet). On this basis, informations about 
different network attacks can be collected. 
Table 2-13 presents basic statistics concerning IPv4:ICMPv4 indirect packets. 
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Table 2-13 Basic daily statistics for ICMPv4 indirect packets 

Exemplary JSON with analyzed ICMPv4 indirect traffic originating from single source IP is presented 
below. This example presents a situation, in which UDP packets were sent with the payload 
unknown to the darknet analyzer. In this case, host returned packet with ICMP code 3, type 3 
(Destination Port Unreachable). 
 

{"XXX.YYY.58.211":  
 {"UDP PAYLOAD":  
  {"icmp_command": {"3:3": 2},  
  "pack_num": 2,  
  "host/gw_ip": {"XXX.YYY..58.211": 2},  
  "payload_info": ["UNSUPPORTED-PROTOCOL"],  
  "exp": {},  
  "dport": {"16933": 2},  
  "pay_hash":  
{"01009293b7710a477fffffff00380000-
122f34cc1507d92541df72fc55e08f1778351c30": 1, 
"41029292b770bc277fffffff00380000-
399e33cd3a374b71c412f60d7ea0569382688c9c": 1},  
  "sport": {"59549": 2},  
  "spoofed_ip_num": 1},  
 "ICMPv4-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "GOOD",  
  "source": "HOST",  
  "expert": [],  
  "PGA": []},  
 "UDP-INFO":  
  {"implementation": "GOOD",  
  "expert": [],  
  "PGA": []},  
 "IPv4-INFO":  
  {"XXX.YYY.58.211":  
   {"implementation": "GOOD",  
   "time": 0,  
   "expert": [],  
   "ttl": {"56": 2}} 
  } 
 } 
} 

Figure 2.28 presents amount of packets with different protocol stacks, which were included in the 
incoming ICMP traffic. 
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Figure 2.28 Daily count of packets included in the obtained ICMP traffic 

Figure 2.29 presents top daily events for the TCP traffic returned by the ICMP packets. Figure 2.30 
presents events for the UDP traffic, whereas Figure 2.31 presents events for the DNS traffic. 

 

 
Figure 2.29 Top daily TCP events included in the ICMP traffic 
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Figure 2.30 Top dailly UDP events included in the ICMP traffic 

 
Figure 2.31 Top daily DNS events included in the ICMP traffic 

Summary 

Darknet malicious activities tracker/analyzer is able to detect different malicious activities in the 
network traffic. It can be both used for remediation actions and maintenance of the situational 
awareness. As it is able to detect different scanning activities and different DDoS attacks (victims), it 
can be successfully used in the SISSDEN project. Moreover, it is able to fingerprint detected 
activities to the particular botnet/malware families on the basis of known PGA rules. At the time of 
writing, PGA rules are still being collected. However, it was presented on the exemplary results and 
statistics that darknet analyzer is still able to detect custom PGA rules e.g. sequence number equal 
to ip destination address. To sum up, this tool is a powerful asset and it will be used in SISSDEN for 
the threat intelligence collection and remediation.  
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2.2.6 Long-Term Botnet Analysis 

 

Name Long-Term Botnet Analysis 

Lead by NASK 

Data Source(s) NASK Long Term Sandbox system 

Analysis Result(s) Information about current botnet infrastructure changes, activity history 

Update Frequency live / malware sample dependent 

State Initial Design 

Description    

Data obtained from Long Term Sandboxing system will be analysed to provide information about 
botnet infrastructure, its changes, bot and botnet activity. Preliminary design phase assumes 
analysis of network traffic (including DNS, HTTP and SMTP protocols), operating system registry 
changes and file system changes. The approach is focused on automated detection of the C&C 
channels and reasoning about the commands based on the observed behavior.  

This analysis dependent on availability of data from the Long Term Sandboxing system which is in 
development (WP4). Therefore the analysis is still in the design phase. 
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2.2.7 Scanner Fingerprinting 

 

Name Scanner Fingerprinting 

Lead by USAAR 

Data Source(s) Darknets 

Analysis Result(s) Per IP estimate of scan rate, mapping to known malware if possible 

Update Frequency 1/day 

State Initial Design 

Description 

Raw data from a darknet will be searched for IPs contacting a large portion of the darknet range, 
which will be considered a "scanner". For every scanner identified, an estimate of the scan rate will 
be computed. Furthermore, the low level features of the network packets used for scanning will be 
compared against characteristics of known malware. In case of a match, the match will also be 
reported. This analysis allows to detect outbreaks of both new threats as well as monitoring the 
propagation of known threats. 
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2.3  Statist ics 

2.3.1 Statistics on Honeypot Traff ic 

 

Name Statistics on Honeypot Traffic 

Lead by MI 

Data Source(s) Honeypots 

Analysis Result(s) Traffic and Attack Statistics 

Update Frequency 1/hour 

State Ready to be configured and deployed 

Description 

The honeypots will receive potentially malicious network traffic. Most will concern scanning to 
detect available services and vulnerabilities. Certain on-the-fly analysis will be performed: to detect 
attack patterns, anomalies in DNS and HTTP traffic. Statistics on the traffic received and notification 
of the traffic that could be malicious will be sent to the backend datastore. 

Introduction 

The analysis activity described here can be done on a copy of the traffic in the front-end server or 
from stored PCAP files in the back-end server. The MMT probe will create "Montimage IDS events" 
that can be used for further analysis (e.g., historical analysis) by the MMT-Operator in the utility 
server. 

Honeypot and darknets normally attract network traffic that is not legitimate, aka malicious. But 
this is not always the case. Legitimate scanning activity, e.g., done by web crawlers, could be 
received by error. 

By monitoring darknet traffic to unused IP addresses (darknets) or services (honeypots) it is possible 
to identify certain malicious network activity. The goal is to define and implement the rules and 
techniques that can identify this type of traffic with a certain level of certainty in near real time. Any 
packet entering a darknet can be considered aberrant, but it may have been received by mistake, or 
due to a faulty configuration. Nevertheless, the greatest proportion of the packets are sent by 
malware. 

Besides statistics and categorisation of the traffic captures, specific statistics will be reported on the 
malicious scanning and evasions detected in the Honeypots and Darknets . 
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Ø GOAL2 1: The percent of malicious traffic received by the honeypots and darknets will be 
estimated. Statistics will be provided to help understand the traffic captured by Honeypots and 
Darknets. 

Detection of malicious scanning 

Network scans are used to identify open ports, identify certain services, versions of the operating 
system and services. Possibly, the scans can be considered as precursors to an attack.  

  

Ø GOAL 2: The percentage of the scans that are actually precursors to an attack will be estimated. 
This will be done by correlating information obtained from different sources (e.g., hosts, darknets, 
honeypots, databases, etc.). 

  

There are different types of scans, e.g., Port scans, ICMP scans, and vulnerability scans. Not all scans 
have malicious intent, some could be due to misconfigurations or errors in legitimate web crawlers. 

  

So far, the following scans can be detected by MMT either by analysing live traffic or PCAP files: 

  

Nikto scan TCP SYN scan TCP FIN scan SCTP COOKIE ECHO 

IP scan TCP connect scan TCP ACK TCP idle scan 

UDP scan SCTP INIT scan TCP Window scan FTP bounce scan 

XMAS scan TCP NULL scan TCP Maimon scan ICMP scan 

  

The goal of MMT is to detect all types of scans and to efficiently characterize them. 

To test the detection of these scans we used the network scanner Nmap to generate them. Some of 
these scans are malicious by nature, others could be legitimate. The rules to detect other scans will 
be specified if necessary. 

  

Ø GOAL 3: The efficiency of the tool will be determined and improved. 

Ø GOAL 4: The percentage of the scans by type that can be considered malicious will be estimated. 

  

                                                        
2 The GOALs defined in this section refer to what will be analysed and evaluated during the operation of the SISSDEN 
platform. These results will be published (in the SISSDEN portals and research papers). 
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As an example, three types of scans are described here. 

1.     ICMP scans: 

An ICMP scan is used to check the availability of a target machine and to fingerprint the 
target operating system. This scan uses the information provided by ICMP control messages. 

  

2.     Port scans (UDP or TCP): 

A port scan is used to check for open or closed ports and for used or unused services. The 
services may or may not have a vulnerability that the attacker could exploit. These types of 
scans can be used to fingerprint the target operating system since the TCP/IP stack is 
operating system dependent. 

In the case of TCP SYN scans, three packets are sufficient to perform a TCP handshake and 
establish a connection. Sometimes, the scans just do a SYN request, and then eventually a 
RST reset after receiving a SYN ACK reply. 

Thus, the information about open ports and services can be gathered by using as few as two 
packets. A full TCP handshake consist of three packets and a fourth reset packet. The 
number of packets used helps characterize the scan. 

  

3.     Vulnerability scans: 

A vulnerability scan can be used to fingerprint the presence or absence of an exploitable 
vulnerability. It is difficult to develop a generic algorithm to detect them. Here also the 
number of packets involved can help characterize the scan. 

  

Ø GOAL 5: A model will be defined to characterise the type of scan with a certain level of certainty 
that could be based on the number of packets in the session. For instance: 

·        A port scan can be characterized by 2-4 packets. 

·        A vulnerability scan by 5-12. 

·        An attack by more than 12. 

Other techniques will also be defined and tested. 

  

Intrusion detection systems like Snort, Suricata and Bro detect port scans based on models that 
look for IP addresses that make more than a certain amount of connections in a certain lapse of 
time. These techniques are not very effective to detect malicious scans that use evasion techniques. 

Characterizing the traffic based on other different criteria allows identifying types of malicious 
events captured by the darknets and honeypots in a more efficient way. This information can be 
used to define a set of rules that will allow identifying host behaviour. 
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Detection of evasion techniques 

Evasion techniques are used by attackers to avoid detection of malicious activity or provoke the 
exhaustion of the IDS probe's resources. This could, for instance reduce the power of the detections 
due to packet loss, segmentation faults, etc. It is therefore very important to understand how the 
evasions work and how they can be neutralised. 

Simple evasions considered are: use of wrong port numbers, sending very small packets (Session 
Splicing), using unauthorised characters in the URIs, extra data in SYN or other packets, HTTP 
response with no header, use of TCP sequence numbers, use of IP options field, overly fragmenting 
packets (TCP segmentation and IP fragmentation), IP fragments with offset = 0, out of order 
fragments, overlapping fragments, encoding, encryption and tunnelling, polymorphism to create 
unique attack patterns (Polymorphic and ASCII Shell Codes), manipulating TCP or IP protocol, 
attacks spread in time (time-outs, Time-to-Live) DoS (CPU and memory exhaustion), use of urgency 
flag (garbage data before urgency flag), insertion of invalid packets, generation of many security 
alerts or false positives, application hijacking, etc. These can be classified as obfuscation, protocol 
violation, application hijacking, IDS resource exhaustion, and what is called Advanced Evasion 
Techniques (use of rare protocols, unusual combinations…). 

Examples of software that implement evasion techniques are: fragroute, fragrouter, web 
vulnerability scanners (Nikto, whisker, Sandcat), InTrace, SniffJoke, libemu, and evader. 

  

Ø GOAL 6: If any evasion techniques occur, the MMT implemented evasion detection techniques 
will be verified or new techniques will be devised. 

Notification of security alerts 

When a security property is detected or information is correlated (Sec. 2.3.3) by a deployed MMT-
Probe, a notification or an alarm is generated in a format that can be, for instance, JSON, CSV, 
binary, etc. This notification will contain all the information needed to understand the detection or 
the correlation. MMT notifications include all the metadata and analysis data used by the different 
events that lead to the satisfaction of the property. The MMT-Probe can also send reports providing 
statistics and other information on the observed traffic. Both notifications and statistics will be sent 
to the front-end and stored in the datastore. 

The notifications and statistics stored in the back-end datastore will be made available through the 
data analysis portal. In this way they can be visualised using the MMT-Operator, a Javascript web 
application for visualising traffic statistics and notifications, or can be used by other data analysis 
applications. 

The following section describes the interfaces and APIs that will be made available and for what 
they are intended. 

Access to data produced by the front-end deployment 

MMT is a probe that first classifies the traffic using Deep Packet Inspection, extracts metadata from 
the packets and flows (i.e., sessions) and analyses the metadata using pre-defined temporal logic 
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rules. The extracted metadata can be packet field values (including values recovered from the 
payload) or statistics. 

A set of rules will be defined and deployed for detecting anomalous packets and behaviour 
attracted by the sensors, resulting in threat intelligence. This rule set will be confidential so that 
attackers do not have information that could help them evade detection. 

As explained before, MMT will generate reports in predefined format. These reports will contain 
statistical information, notifications and alarms related to the attacks detected. The reports will be 
sent and stored in the backend datastores. From there the external users will be able to access this 
information through a public external interface, following the access policies defined by SISSDEN for 
this type of information. 

The reports produced by MMT will not contain any specific information regarding the honeypots 
and darknets (e.g., the IP addresses they use) since this information can be used by attackers to 
avoid the sensors. The reports will also respect the privacy policies defined by SISSDEN, meaning 
that the source IP addresses of the attackers will only be made available to unauthorised parties. In 
particular, spoofed IP addresses used by the attacker (e.g., UDP or unacknowledged TCP 
handshakes) will not be communicated since it would be of little use for the end-users. 

The reports can be viewed using the MMT-Operator application. This application is a javascript web 
application that will recuperate the reports by performing queries to the datastores to produce 
graphs and tables so that the users can easily visualise the information in near real-time. 

The reports could also be accessed by a user application. For this the users will have access to the 
description of the formats. If it is required, the data can be converted to any of the following 
formats : STIX, JSON, event-bus messages or comma separated values (CSV) and using the access 
provided by the analysis or customer portals. In the following we give a brief overview of the type 
of reports possible and a more detailed description of the security reports. 

Description of reports 

Note: Complete description of these reports will be provided for third party data analysis 

applications. 

Application Report 

The application report can be in any of the following formats: 

·        Flow statistics report 

·        Flow statistics sub-reports: 

o   HTTP Sub-Report 

o   SSL Sub-Report 

o   RTP Sub-Report 

·        Micro flows report 
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·        Protocol and Application statistics report 

·        Radius report 

  

Name: format 

Description: Identifier of the format of the encapsulated application report 

Name: probe 

Description: Identifier of the probe generating the report 

Name: source 

Description: Identifier of the data source (network interface number) 

Name: t imestamp 

Description: Timestamp (seconds.micros) corresponding to the time when the report was 

generated 

Security reports 

These reports correspond to notifications or alarms generated when the rules deployed on the 

MMT probe are validated. It must be noted that the rules can specify either unwanted behaviour 

(i.e., abnormal packets and protocol exchanges) or expected behaviour (not relevant in this case). 

Name: property_id 

Description: Number identifying the property (i.e., rule) 

Name: verdict 

Description: Value indicating: respected or not respected or detected or not detected giving 

respectively the status of a security rule and and attack ["detected", "not_detected", "respected", 

"not_respected", "unknown"] 

Name: type 

Description: Value indicating: type of property detected ["attack", "security", "test", "evasion"] 

Name: cause 

Description: String description of the property 

Name: history 
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Description: JSON object containing a list of events that lead to the verdict. It includes timestamp, 
eventually either IP or MAC addresses, and the values corresponding to the events of the property 
that occurred. 
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2.3.2 Statistics on Darknet Traff ic 

 

Name Statistics on Darknet Traffic 

Lead by MI 

Data Source(s) Darknets 

Analysis Result(s) Traffic and Attack Statistics 

Update Frequency 1/hour 

State Ready to be configured and deployed 

Description 

The honeypots will receive potentially malicious network traffic. Most will concern scanning to 
detect available services and vulnerabilities. Certain on-the-fly analysis will be performed: to detect 
attack patterns, anomalies in DNS and HTTP traffic. Statistics on the traffic received and notification 
of the traffic that could be malicious will be sent to the backend datastore. 

An in-depth explanation of the MMT probe is given in 2.3.1. 
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2.3.3 Notif ications of Correlations 

 

Name Notifications of Correlations 

Lead by MI 

Data Source(s) Honeypots and Darknets 

Analysis Result(s) Notifications of Correlations 

Update Frequency 1/hour 

State Ready to be configured and deployed 

Description 

The probes will receive aggregated traffic from several honeypots and darknets. This traffic will be 
analysed to determine: 1) similar attacks or malicious traffic detected by different honeypots 
and/or darknets; 2) different attacks or malicious traffic coming from the same source (for non 
spoofed IP addresses only, i.e., TCP traffic); 3) IP addresses corresponding to a known bad host; 
and, 4) results from correlation with external data sources (e.g., determine owner of AS, host, 
application). 

An in-depth explanation of the MMT probe is given in 2.3.1. 
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2.3.4 Statistics for CVE Mapper 

 

Name Statistics for CVE Mapper 

Lead by T-Labs 

Data Source(s) CVE data available in external sources and honeypot events 

Analysis Result(s) Mapping of honeypot events to CVE numbers 

Update Frequency 1/hour 

State Initial Design 

Description 

These statistics aim at providing information about the honeypot events queried from the API and 
their possible correlation with CVE data available in external sources (if any). More specifically, 
these statistics include, e.g., the CVE matching the honeypot event, and the frequency of finding 
matched honeypot events for that specific CVE over a time period. The results of this analysis will 
be stored in backend datastore.  
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2.3.5 Statistics for Web Attacks 

 

Name Statistics for Web Attacks 

Lead by T-Labs 

Data Source(s) PCAPs or raw HTTP dumps 

Analysis Result(s) Statistics on Web Attacks 

Update Frequency 1/hour 

State Initial Design 

Description 

The statistics on web attacks are related to the malicious network traffic captured by web-based 
honeypots. The data captured by these honeypots may contain URLs, HTTP Header (e.g., User-
Agent, Cookies-Data, Post-Data, etc.) and Network-related data like (source and destination IPs and 
Ports, Request size, etc.). This data can be used to extract new attack vectors and be further 
analyzed by experts. 
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2.3.6 Statistics on IoT Honeypots Events 

 

Name Statistics on IoT Honeypot Events 

Lead by USAAR 

Data Source(s) IoT Honeypots 

Analysis Result(s) IoT Attack Statistics 

Update Frequency 1/day 

State Initial Design 

Description 

The IoT honeypot will be contacted by infected devices. These will usually attempt to establish a 
telnet or SSH connection by trying a predefined set of username/password combinations. The 
name/password combinations. These statistics then allow to monitor the population of infected 
devices for new outbreaks or reduction in case of a successful remediation. 
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2.3.7 Darknet Data Statistics 

 

Name Darknet Data Statistics 

Lead by CYBE 

Data Source(s) CYBE Darknet, Third-party Darknet 

Analysis Result(s) Traffic statistics 

Update Frequency 1/hour 

State Prototype 

Description   

This task uses the data stored in Elasticsearch by the darknet analysis server to create statistics. 
These statistics are submitted to the SISSDEN backend as a complement to the statistics generated 
from the sensor honeypots. 

 

In addition, some of the statistics are used an input to the “Darknet reputational analysis (CYBE)” 
task. 

 

Testbed setup 

See “Darknet botnet analysis (CYBE)” task for information on the testbed setup. 

 

Analysis prototype 

 
Figure 2.32 Top TCP/UDP ports 
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Figure 2.33 Packet time histogram 

 
Figure 2.34 Most common source ASNs 

The remaining work on this task is to: 

● Refine methodology to improve the workflow so that near-realtime results are possible. 
● Increase the number of statistics made available. 
● Expose the results in Elasticsearch via an API. 
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3  Analytical  Platform 

3.1  Introduction 

The analytical platform allows SISSDEN users to query and perform statistical analysis on the 
information collected by the different SISSDEN data collection and data storage components, or 
third party enrichment data sets, in a secure way, as well as to perform comparative analysis of 
specific datasets with other data collected by the system. 

The analytical platform is implemented as a web-based application, and addresses the various data 
analysis use cases identified in WP2 through a three-levels user interface, bridging the gap between 
data collected in WP4 activities for several use cases and the aggregation and analysis activities 
planned for WP5. 

The functional structure of the analytical platform and the relationship between data storage (WP4) 
and the analytical platform use cases (WP5) are described in D3.3 “Initial Technical Architecture” 
(section 9). Fundamentally, the analytical platform subsystem covers the following scenarios: 

● “Automated analysis of honeypot and darknet data”: jobs are periodically 
submitted to the arbitrary analyses module for the purpose of extraction of relevant 
information from the large amounts of data collected by the system. This is done both by 
using the data mining approach and perform an automated grouping of similar attacks 
based on multiple criteria, including low-level traffic features, application-level metadata, 
sources of traffic, etc. , or by computing basic statistics that will be used to create 
reputation lists for IP addresses and extract other types of threat indicators. 

● “Arbitrary analysis – batch-oriented analytical  queries”: allows operators and 
automated systems to perform batch mode queries to filter, transform and summarize large 
amounts of data collected by SISSDEN. The system provides a common query language to 
define processing jobs operating on multiple datasets. 

● “Investigative interface – collaborative workspaces”: provides an interface to 
interactively explore the data collected by the system to aid in investigations. Data are 
stored in the SISSDEN backed augmented by information from partner systems (sandboxes 
and malware tracking) and in external third-party query-only datasets. The main mode of 
interaction with the interface will be discovering relationships between entities (e.g. IP 
addresses, file hashes) and creating an ad-hoc knowledge graph simultaneously accessible 
from multiple users 

● “Collected threat intel l igence”: the analytical platform offers the possibility to access 
processed data that will be derived from the threat intelligence analysis. The is made 
available in form of reports and authorized users have the possibility to query data-sets 
based on criteria that will be made available through the GUI of the portal. The SISSDEN 
system also provides a universal query interface (API layer) primarily thought to allow 
integration with external tools/systems used by actors. Moreover, this use case is 
implemented in a separate software component. 

● “Software-enabling and cybersecurity r isk metrics”: provide improved situational 
awareness to SISSDEN partners and other stakeholders through the development of new 
metrics.  Applied to the collected SISSDEN datasets, metrics enable insight into the current 
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threats observed by the system and form the basis on which informed decisions can be 
made to counter or mitigate those threats. Metric results are accessible through a Metric 
dashboard component. Metric development is part of WP2 and is also linked to results of 
analysis performed in WP5. 
Metrics include: 

� statistics derived from attack data (spam, network scans, malware binaries, brute 
force attacks, interactive logins, etc.) collected through the SISSDEN sensor network, 
partner systems and third-party sources; 

� attempts to measure prevalence of particular botnets and malware families over 
time; 

� attempts to measure remediation rates across different service providers and 
countries; 

� attempts to measure victim reaction times. 
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3.2  Web portal  

To respond collectively to the requirements issued from all the component use cases, a web-based 
GUI portal was designed with a three-levels structure vis-à-vis the operator skills: 

� Simple web interface, conceived for inexpert users 

� Intermediate web interface, for normal users 

� Advanced full-features web interface (batch/script interface), intended for expert users. 

� Investigative interface, for operational purposes 

 

A. Simple interface mode 
In this mode, the inexpert user can enquire the datasets only through simple queries  
defined with the use of a form-based interface. Logical relations between predicates can be 
only the inclusive and exclusive disjunctions (OR, XOR), the conjunction (AND) and the 
negation (NOT). Only plain datasets are available in this mode (no cross-referenced 
datasets). 

B. Intermediate interface mode 
In this mode, the more advanced user enquires the datasets through more complex queries, 
composed of multiple predicates and with data coming from cross-referenced datasets, still 
defined with the use of a form-based interface. Besides the same logical relations as 
available as in the intermediate interface complex subordinate and cross-reference relations 
between different datasets are available in this mode. 

C. Advanced interface mode 
In this mode, the analytical platform provides a fully-featured query language, enabling an 
authorised expert user to tailor-make his own queries with no limitations, and submit them 
in batch jobs. In particular, it allows more advanced relationship and aggregation 
functionalities, like pattern matching with regular expressions, complex sorting, advanced 
logical operators, etc. Result information can be persisted (in a file or database) and can be 
visualized at any time in the same form like in the other modes. 

 

D. Investigative interface mode 
In this mode, the user can collect data relevant to a particular case and visualize it as a 
knowledge graph. The goal is to facilitate investigations by providing a powerful but easy-to-
use interface that can be used to combine all relevant facts in a single place. The interface 
allows to query all SISSDEN datasets and third-party query-only datasets alike. Important 
features include on-the-fly filtering and manipulation of the data, near real-time 
collaboration of multiple users and automation of common tasks in order to save analysts’ 
time. 
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3.3  Query mechanism and generation of the results 

The following diagram shows the general mechanism that the analytical portal utilizes to query 
information from the datastore and present it to the user. 

 
Figure 3.1 Analytical Portal 

The numerical labels next to the blocks refer to the components described in section 4 of 
deliverable D3.3 “Initial Technical Architecture” (non-public). 

For the first two modes described in the previous section (Simple interface and Intermediate 
interface)  the user composes the query on the Web portal (Web UI) and submit it to the Query 
Engine. The Query Engine (4.24.1) processes queries coming from users and automated systems, 
retrieves and aggregates the raw information from the Backend datastores using the Analytical 
APIs., Results from Query Engine are  processed by the Output generator (4.24.2) and presented in 
the Web UI. Processed, analytical and historical information coming from the Analytical platform 
activities can be persisted in a dedicated datastore (4.21.1) 

There are two main presentation modes supported by the Output generator 

● Tabular (4.24.2.1): output is listed in tabular form, allowing the user to further sorting 
them based on single fields. 

● Graphical (4.24.2.2): output can be presented at least in four types of charts, depending 
on the nature of the data 
○ Linear chart 
○ Bar chart 
○ Pie chart 
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○ Heat maps 
○ etc. 

In the Advanced mode (Advanced web interface) of operation, the user composes the query in an 
embedded editor using the script language and save it in a file. Then he schedules it to the query 
engine, which in turn periodically produces the results and save them to a persistent datastore. The 
user can then query the persisted data in other modes (simple and intermediate). 
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3.4  Functional decomposit ion of the analytical  platform 

From a functional point of view, the analytical platform is composed of the following subsystems: 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Functional decomposition of the analytical platform. Key: in gray components which have access to the persistent 

datastore, in green and white the components that do not 

1. Output generator (4.24.2) 
It processes raw data resulting from the query and output them in human readable form (text 
and/or chart). As a matter of fact, it can be implemented with a standard package, like Kibana (see 
the next section). 

2. Web UI 

Allows the user to interact with the system via a common web browser by including a local web 
server. It is composed of: 

1. Presentation module (4.55.1-4):  presents the results processed by the 
output generator. 

2. Query input module (4.55.1.5):  this module implements the user input 
form and the Query Engine. It can be realized by utilizing an existing 
software, like ElasticSearch (see the next section). 
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3. Custom wrapped query language input module and editor:  the 
script language to enquire the database, and the embedded editor to use it, 
intended for the Advanced interface (generally already available in the 
package for the Query module). 

4. History of queries module (4.55.1.8):  the already submitted queries 
are saved in an historical datastore for further evaluation and possible future 
use. 

5. Default set of queries module (4.55.1.6): a set of the queries can be 
raised to a default status and saved, in order for an operator to periodically 
utilize them in future to retrieve information on the updated data. 

6. Feedback module (4.55.1.7): this module allows an operator to propose 
new queries to other users, eventually storing them in the default set. 

3.  Scheduler module (4.24.3) 

This subsystem allow to schedule batch jobs and to generates statistics of the retrieved data on a 
periodic (for instance weekly, daily or hourly) basis. It supports the Advanced interface mode. 
Implementation of this module can be accomplished by adapting existing software solutions (like 
Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark, see the next section). 
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3.5  Technological  overview and possible solutions 

In this section it is described a set of possible existing tools and software that can be used in the 
implementation of the analytical platform. 

 

Apache Hadoop 

Hadoop is an Apache framework, created with the purpose of processing and save large amounts of 
data. It is optimized to work within a system cluster, for this reason also allows great scalability, for 
example easily make a move from a single server to a forest of thousands. The Hadoop library is 
composed by: 

·         Hadoop Common: Interfaces the various library modules 

·         HDFS: File system that allows data saving and provides access to great performances 

·         Hadoop YARN: is the manager of the various resources 

·         Hadoop MapReduce: system used for data processing 

 

Apache Spark 

Spark is a data processing tool that operates on distributed data collections and completes full data 
analytics operations in-memory and in near real time. Spark was designed for Hadoop, but it’s also 
perfectly compatible with ElasticSearch. 

  

Apache Zeppelin 

Zeppelin is a modern web-based tool for the data scientists to collaborate over large-scale data 
exploration and visualization projects. It’s a notebook style interpreter that enable collaborative 
analysis sessions sharing between users. Zeppelin is independent of the execution framework itself.  
Zeppelin is a tool that provides a web user interface useful for the interaction with the other 
technologies (Spark and Hadoop). 

  

ElasticSearch 

ElasticSearch is an open-source framework that allows to search and analyse large volumes of data. 
It is very scalable and works on almost real time data. ElasticSearch provides APIs REST to process 
the data and run any kind of queries. Information (queries and result of queries) in ElasticSearch are 
managed in JSON format. 

ElasticSearch can strictly interact with the Kibana graphic package. 

 

Kibana 

Kibana is a software package with the aim of creating a graphical interface for ElasticSearch. It 
allows to interact with results coming from ElasticSearch’ s queries, making enquires or creating 
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charts to represent the various information. Despite its simplicity of use, it is a suitable framework 
for technicians with knowledge of the ElasticSearch query system and syntax. 
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3.6  Some examples of queries 

3.6.1 Simple Query 

#	 Query	Description	 Recommended	graph	

1	 Get	all	field’s	name	 Table	

2	 Get	all	log	file	in	a	specific	range	of	time	 Discover	

3	 Get	data	about	a	single	field	(for	example	attacker’s	ip,	
destination	port,	username,pw,..)	

Pie	Chart	/	Histogram	

4	 Get	data	about	a	single	field	on	a	specific	range	of	time	 Pie	Chart	/	Histogram	

5	 Get		all	log	file	(events)	about	a	determinate	value	of	field	in	a	
specific	range	of	time	(for	example	all	events	made	by	an	ip)	

Discover	

6	 Search	phrase	in	a	field,	for	example	http	request	to	an	
external	server		as	“GET	/…/…/…”	or	dangerous	commands	

Discover	

7	 Get	all	events	about	a	network	class	(bot	net)	 Discover	

8	 Get	position	(coordinate)	about		ip	 Word	Map	

9	 Get	average	time		each	ip	remains	connected	to	the	honeypot	
to	see	if	it	is	a	bot	(constant	time)	

Trend	Line	

		

10	 Get	the	trend	in	the	number	of	interactions	over	a	time	range		 Trend	Line	

11	 Get	all	possible	event	that	a	attacker's	can	do	on	the	honeypot	 Table	

		

		

3.6.2 Intermediate Query 

#	 Query	Description	 Recommended	Kibana	graph	
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13	 Get	relation	between	two	fields,	for	example:	search	for	
each	destination	port	(22,23,25,etc..)	which	ip	are	related	

Histogram	

14	 Get	relation	between	three	fields,	for	example:	usernames	
and	passwords	used	for	each	protocol	(ftp,ssh,mysql,etc..)	

Table	

15	 Others	type	of	relation	between	fields	of	the	same	or	
different	category	of	honeypot	

		

16	 Get	all	commands	that	was	executed	by	top	10	ip	 Table	

17	 Get	sequence	of	commands	in	a	specific	range	of	time	to	
search	a	pattern(script)	

Table	

18	 Get	usernames	used	by	top	10	ip	 Histogram	

19	 Get		events	made	by	an	ip		at	a	certain	time	to	search	a	
specific	methodology	

Discover	

20	 Get	all	events	that	include	an	attempt	to	download	a	
malicious	script	

Discover	
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3.7  Some examples of output avai lable in Kibana 

3.7.1 Tabular 

 

3.7.2 Doughnut chart 
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3.7.3 Histogram 
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3.7.4 Trend 

 

3.7.5 World Map 
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3.7.6 Discover 

 


